Origin of genetic variation: regulation of genetic recombination in the higher organisms - a theory.
Recent studies in the fungi, particularly Neurospora and Schizophyllum, have revealed a number of genetic features which, viewed in conjunction with earlier observations on other organisms, form a pattern, or model, which appears to be basic to the control of recombination in all eukaryotes, including higher organisms. It is assumed that the control is exercised on mechanisms that produce new alleles through recombination, as understood in broad terms and including such a likely phenomenon as gene conversion, which may or may not involve crossing-over, as well as equal and unequal crossing-over. The recombination may thus occur between alleles in either the homozygous or heterozygous condition. In the model, regulatory genes and breeding behaviour are integrated into one self-regulatory system controlling the production of new genetic variation.The model is based on the following five general features, largely substantiated by the results in Neurospora and Schizophyllum: 1) The frequency of recombination in a particular chromosomal region is controlled by specific regulatory genes (rec). 2) There may be a number of such specific, regulatory genes responsible for recombination in a given region. 3) A rec. locus may influence recombination in more than one region. 4) The regulatory genes have no specific physical relationship with the region(s) they control, and are usually located at random in the genome. 5) Of the allelic forms of the regulatory genes it is always the dominant gene which suppresses recombination and the recessive gene which increases recombination. The rec system is epistatic to other genetic elements jointly involved in the overall control of recombination in a specific region. It is suggested that usually the control of recombination in a given region is exercised, cumulatively, by the balance of the dominant and recessive genes of the specific rec loci in the organism. Outbreeding, with the associated high heterozygosity of the regulatory rec loci, virtually "switches off" recombination, producing few new variations. Inbreeding produces homozygosity of these loci, resulting in certain individuals which will have a considerable number of their regulatory loci in the homozygous recessive condition and in which recombination will be "switched on", producing new variation at a high frequency. Inbreeding is thus an integrated, evolutionary system of considerable importance, and is not a degenerate "dead end", as many investigators have previously thought.The model has another compensatory function in evolution. In major loci, or in an operon, where there are structural genes and closely linked operator genes, as exemplified by the S locus, there are indications that the present model is concerned with the regulation of both structural and operator genes. The consequences of the model in the two classes of genes, however, are in direct contrast to each other: High heterozygosity which is instrumental in switching "off" recombination, and which is therefore helpful in maintaining stability in the structural gene, is conducive to functional variation of the operator gene; and high homozygosity, which is instrumental in switching "on" recombination, and which is therefore helpful in producing variation in the structural gene, is conducive to the stability of the operator gene.This model of the control of genetic variation in a specific chromosomal region is significant in development as well as in evolution, and throws light on a number of hitherto "intractable" problems peculiar to the higher organisms. For example, the model is helpful in explaining: 1) the origin of new self-incompatibility alleles in the flowering plants; 2) the impressive speciation in the waif flora (and fauna) of the oceanic islands; 3) the presence of high genetic variability in inbreeding species of plants; 4) environmentally-induced heritable variation in certain plants; and 5) the genetic mechanism of antibody diversity in animals.